Feurio Personal Firewall Release History
·	4.1.2 - November 4, 2004 
- fixed problems with license registration 
- fixed bug in packet processing that can cause 100% CPU utilization 
- removed two IDS rules that block Microsoft Sharing on some configurations 
- more understandable IDS log view (prevents interchange of attack source with attack info source by users) 
·	4.1.1 - September 29, 2004 
- fixed problems with firewire adapters when they were disabled or computer was hibernated 
- fixed bug that rules for some application didn't work 
- fixed conflicts with some other software's kernel drivers (like InCD, VitalAgent, ProtectCD, etc). Also known as NO_IRP_STACK_LOCATIONS bug. 
- IDS no longer detects and drops attacks when user disables firewall 
- KPF's IDS ruleset was revised 
- fixed bug when connection to closed port was sometimes logged as Kerio VPN 
·	4.1.0 - September 14, 2004 
+ added stateful inspection for UDP and other IP protocols - KPF will automaticaly permit packets that are genuine rensponses to requests. It reduces number of required rules and simplifies their creation. It also reduces number of network related events that are shown by KPF. 
+ Simple/Advanced mode - during installation, user can choose default firewall behavior 
+ added boot time protection - KPF kernel driver protects computer during boot and shutdown 
+ added possibility to disable dialup number checking 
+ added Windows XP SP2 support 
+ added logging of connections to closed ports 
+ redesigned and rewriten IDS engine 

- fixed many bugs 
·	4.0.16 - April 14, 2004 
+ added support for Kerio VPN client 
+ added German translation 

- fixed driver crashes with AOL client 
·	4.0.15 - not available 
·	4.0.14 - March 31, 2004 
+ added Italian, French and Hungarian translations 

- fixed IP groups disabling 
- several minor fixes in advanced packet filter editor 
·	4.0.13 - February 26, 2004 
- bug fixed: parallel resolving of many addresses caused crash of GUI 
·	4.0.12 - February 25, 2004 
+ added Polish translation 

- fixed resource leak 
- fixed some crashes when resolving adresses 
- several minor bug fixes 
·	4.0.11 - February 5, 2004 
+ added Dutch translation 
+ automatically uses the most suitable help file depending on the selected language 
+ KPF is now able to analyze kernel dumps and determine, whether crash was caused by KPF 
+ KPF now attaches its registry settings to crashdump 
+ if AVG 7 is detected during first KPF start, apropriate application rules are created automaticaly (support for AVG bundle) 

- fixed minor popup killer bugs and improved its functionality (catches showModelessDialog and showModalDialog functions) 
- traffic chart is not cleared when gui is closed 
- changed update server's and registration server's address resolving so it won't trigger automatic dial on Windows 98 ('Generate crash dump' checkbox must be disabled) 
- changed new adapter handling - adapter is detected again, when user deletes it from trusted zones table 
- fixed proxy server detection on NT/2K/XP 
- fixed several minor bugs (packet filter editor, DNS resolution, KPF closing) 
·	4.0.10 - December 12, 2003 
- fixed GUI crash when using certain combinations of color depth and font size 
- fixed critical bug that caused KPF to fail in TCP stealth scans 
·	4.0.9 - December 11, 2003 
+ possibility to switch off learning mode in Network security 
(added "Any other application" rule) 
+ reset of statistics 
+ improved packet filter interface 
- alert and logging can be enabled/disabled directly by clicking on the rule line 
- hotkeys for moving rules (CTRL + up/down) 
- multi selections for removal and changing the positions of the rules 
- edited rule remains selected after editing 
+ enabling/disabling network traffic is logged into the Network log 
+ user can disable remote administration. KPF port 44334 can be stealthed. 
+ added McAfee VirusScan 7 and McAfee Personal Firewall 4 detection. 
KPF crashed inside McAfee's cslsp.dll if its installed. Therefore KPF popup filter is disabled in this case. 
+ filter rules are also applied for packets directed to unopened ports. In this case, if no rule matches, packet is dropped. It is now possible to specify rule for unopened port to let Windows generate "Port unreachable" ICMP reply (e.g. ident port (113) to allow proper work of ident daemon). 
- when popup hotkey is switched off and on again, it actually works 
- network/system rule couldn't be created when application path contains apostrophe 
- fixed gui layout when using large fonts 
- fixed update checker and product registration when using proxy 
- update download canceling works properly 
- fixed bugs that prevented Windows XP remote desktop to work properly 
- fixed nested IP address groups 
- fixed Hotmail natively in Outlook Express 
·	4.0.8 - November 21, 2003
+ Administration console stores its settings into registry instead of kpf configuration
+ Administration console remembers its most recent position
+ Administration console remembers list columns width and position
+ Each caption in statistics is clickable and redirects user to appropriate log
- handle leak fixed
- KPF no more stops network traffic after several hours/days of uptime (also solves "cannot connect to service" problem)
- KPF now refuses to run on Windows Server
·	4.0.7 - November 10, 2003
+ added popup killer logging and statistics
+ added hotkey to temporary disable popup killer
+ added ability to filter foreign cookies
+ user can now use wildcard characters instead of more advanced regular expressions in url definitions
- minor bugfixes


